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The Civility Solution

Scott: _________________________(2), everyone. I’m Scott Webber, your host

on Book Talk. _______________, Lynn Hancock is here with us. Lynn is a

_______________ and regularly _______________ book reviews for the

Sunday Nation. So, Lynn, _________________________(2) what book you

have for us _______________.

Lynn: Thanks, Scott. I have a little book here _______________ The Civility

Solution: What to Do When People Are Rude. It’s by P. M. Forni, a

_______________ of Italian _______________ at Johns Hopkins

University. Professor Forni _______________ that there is an

_______________ in rudeness in our _______________ today.

Scott: Does he really _______________ that people are _______________ now

_______________ in the _______________?

Lynn: Yes, he does. And he thinks that this is a ________________________(2).

It’s not just that people don’t _______________ the _______________ of

etiquette. Rudeness and bad ______________ actually ______________

us. For one thing, they _______________ stress, _______________ is

bad for our _______________. And in the _______________________(2),

rudeness can even _______________ in violence.

Scott: Violence?

Lynn: Yes. What we call ___________________(2) is just one example.

_______________ get very _______________ and scream at

____________________(2). Sometimes, they even get into

_______________. This is becoming more _______________.

Scott: So. what does Professor Forni think we __________________(2) about it?



Lynn: Well, that’s where the “civility solution” comes in. When _______________

is rude to us, it’s _______________, or _______________, to be rude to

them. You’re rude to me, so I’m rude to you. It’s a _______________ of

rudeness. But, when we’re _______________ to someone who is rude, it

_______________ the circle. _________________________(3), you’re

rude to me, but I’m polite to you. If people can _____________________(3)

this, our society will be _______________.

Scott: Hmm. It _______________ very nice, but it isn’t _______________.

_______________ can I be _______________ if someone’s rude to me?

Lynn: Forni _____________ that it isn’t easy, but he has some ______________

about how to do it. Here’s an _______________ of something that

happened to me ____________________(3). I accidentally

____________________(2) a man on a ____________________(2). The

man yelled at me, “Look where you’re going!” So I _______________ to

try the civility solution. I _______________ and _______________ said,

“I’m sorry, sir, but the bus is crowded. You don’t need to yell.”

__________________(2) the man looked _______________, but then he

said, “Sorry! I guess I’m just _______________ today!” 

Scott: So, _________________________(3), you can tell people that you don’t

like their _______________ and be polite at the __________________(2).

Lynn: Exactly. That’s the idea. And sometimes—not always, ______________(2),

but sometimes—when you’re polite, the other person _______________

more polite as well and uses common _______________ . Also you feel

_______________ . You’re not getting _______________ and stressed

about the _______________ .

Scott: Hmm, I guess I can try it the next time someone is rude to me. Hey, maybe

we should practice. Say something rude to me and let me try . . . 
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